Packed bed dynamics during microbial treatment of wastewater: modelling and simulation.
A mathematical model consisting of mass balance equations and accounting for bioreaction and mass transfer is presented to describe both unsteady and steady-state degradation of phenol in a biofilter. The model has been validated for the steady-state situation with literature work. The model has been able to predict the dynamics of the biofiltration process with variations in system and operating conditions as inlet substrate concentration, liquid phase mass transfer coefficients, particle size, Henry's constant, inlet velocity, growth and half saturation constants and bed void fraction. The results show that inlet substrate concentration, inlet velocity, growth and half saturation constants and liquid phase mass transfer coefficients significantly control the operational dynamics. It is also shown that inhibition effects can be neglected for low concentrations (<0.5 kg m(-3)) of phenol. Thus, the model can be used as a design tool for a biofilter.